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The information in this document remains the property of Techwriting 

Limited. The information is designed to help managers involved in a 

datacentre migration make best practise decisions concerning the 

documentation mentioned within this document.  

Note that all recommendations in this document are my opinions 

based solely on my experience as a technical author.  

Michael Clark BA(Hons) 

 
Tel: 07534 222517 
Email: writer201@virginmedia.com 
 

Foreword 

This document is not a guide on how to migrate, consolidate or 

transform your Data Centre IT infrastructures. This document outlines the 

role of technical documentation in the success of a data centre 

migration and describes the specialised documentation types you 

should consider to help your project succeed.  

If after reading this document, you would like Hard copies of the 

following they can be purchased for £10 each. 

• Operating Document Templates  

• Installation Guides Templates 

• Spreadsheets  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The	Technical	Author		

If you have never worked with Technical Authors before you are 

certainly going to remember their contribution long after the project 

ends, in the case of a Datacentre migration, the documentation will 

benefit all the teams involved in the project. Never underestimate what 

the documentation will do to help the project and also the 

resourcefulness of the technical authoring team to get a job done.  

1.2 Data	Centre	Projects	

In this document, I use the term ‘Data Centre migration’- a general, all-

encompassing term describing the process of moving IT systems, 

architecture and operational activities from a current location to a 

new location. 

If you are planning such a project, here below are three definitions, 

which highlight the differences:  

Terminology Definition 

Migration A data centre migration is the transfer of architecture and its 

components from an existing data centre environment to another 

data centre environment. The process methodically plans the 

migration from an existing data centre to a new facility or site. 

Relocation Data Centre Relocations involves only 2 data centres:   

• the sending data centre (current location) and  

• the receiving data centre (new site)       

Consolidation Consolidation could be either 
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Terminology Definition 

• a reduction in the number of data centres and/or 

• a reduction in hardware and applications  

You would achieve the above by either decommissioning legacy 

servers, reassigning servers or reducing servers in production 

through virtualisation.  

Transformation The objective of a Data Centre Transformation is to transfer 

operating activities from one organisation to another. This scenario 

would be relevant if a company has made several acquisitions, and 

they want to reduce their costs and assets by colocation or via a 

cloud computing environment. 

The primary purpose is to improve performance.  

Note: As the documentation requirements for any Data 

Centre migration project is the same - for this document, 

I use the term “migration project”. 

1.3 Due	diligence	or	Discovery		

The ‘discovery’ or ‘due diligence’ phase is an audit of the IT 

infrastructure/architecture. The purpose of the due diligence or 

discovery phase is to locate and record all the equipment to be 

migrated, such as servers, software applications and hardware.  

1.4 Spreadsheets	

Where would we be without spreadsheets? No project can survive 

without several spreadsheets in use.  While we cannot get by without 

spreadsheets, the content needs careful control as the information can 
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become worthless if users enter data into the cells which are not 

consistent with data already in place.  

If you prefer your spreadsheets to have visible content control -  I 

recommend creating drop-down menus to ensure consistency and 

reliability of information (see table below). 

The following headings are standard in a control spreadsheet: 

• Server Type 

• Operating System 

• Owner 

• Hosted software 

• Domain 

• Function 

• Expected Migration date 

• Disaster Recovery Criticality 

• Location 

1.5 Technical	documentation	

The Data Centre migration projects, on which I have worked all 

contained multiple infrastructures sited in more than one place, 

including abroad.  The common theme was the lack of 

documentation, hence the requirement for technical authors. 

As a project manager made clear - that to facilitate a smooth 

migration, they needed information that was not available.  

It became the task of the technical authors to collect that information 

and make it available to the project managers, technical architects 
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and server administrators to help them plan the migration and set up 

the new architecture.  

Much to my surprise, the multiple teams had never worked with 

technical authors before. Our documentation was welcomed at every 

phase as it helped plan the migration over and beyond expectations. 

1.6 The	documentation	types	explained		

Document type Definition 

Profile documents The document contains limited details regarding either a server or an 

application. These documents are useful if you are starting from 

scratch and need information/documentation quickly.  

Operating documents Contains a comprehensive guide to the maintenance and operation 

of the individual Servers/Applications.  

Installation documents Shows in detail the steps required to install a software application. 

These are useful should your IT personnel be unable to recover the 

app in the event of a server failure or a broader disaster scenario 

Knowledge transfer If there is to be a change of management, a Knowledge transfer 

document is essential. 

Project Spreadsheet The control spreadsheet is a living document which undergoing 

continual updates as the migration progresses. In my experience, the 

Technical Author(s) have taken responsibility for the upkeep of the 

information. I would also recommend limiting who can modify the 

information within the spreadsheet.  

Document Tracker 

spreadsheet 

The Technical Author(s) should have a documentation control 

spreadsheet which lists and displays the progress of the various 

documents they are compiling. This spreadsheet will be a useful 

project management tool to help stakeholders track and view the 

status of the many documents in production.  
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2 Stakeholder participation 

There will be numerous stakeholders in this project drawn from the 

various business areas whose operations will be impacted by the 

migration, hence their involvement in the migration planning.  The 

stakeholders must have the opportunity to recommend which 

information they consider essential and critical. Without their vital input 

architecture and their components could be overlooked.  

Generically the business areas could be represented by the following:  

• Application architecture  

• Business continuity/disaster recovery planning 

• Cybersecurity 

• Network engineers/specialists 

• IT Service management  

• Storage experts (SAN/NAS) 

Therefore, once they are aware of the project, open discussions on the 

following points:  

• What data needs to be gathered?  

• Consider the level of detail to gather 

• How will the data be gathered? 

• What are the timelines and cut off points? 

• What delays to expect  
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3 Prioritisation 

Technical Authors who have worked on similar projects will expect to 

have access to spreadsheets that display the prioritisation of the 

servers/application and the expected migration date.  

Information on application prioritisation is essential for migration 

planning. It determines the timing of the migration timing and the 

resources required. It also includes fallback arrangements if a system 

does not function after migration.  

Application owners will place a high priority on their applications. 

Therefore, it is essential to arrive at a more objective assessment of 

application priority.  

Identify and list those applications according to their priority and 

consider the following: 

a. Dependencies to internal and/or external clients 

• If application A connects to business-critical applications 

B, C and D, then the migration planners may find it 

desirable to move all these applications at the same time.  

b. Available maintenance windows to determine a time frame to 

move the applications without disrupting business  

• SLAs define how much system downtime the company 

can tolerate  

c. What would be the effect on the company if the Application 

were unavailable – the criticality?  
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• Does the Application manage the finances of the 

organisation – if yes determine the peak periods and non-

peak periods when the Application is not likely to be in use 

– such as month ends and the end of financial periods 

• What transaction volumes does the application handle?  

• How long can the business manage without it?  

Important: Be sure to Clearly define the type of 

Application to be captured - as opposed to either 

a service or a process and remember that a 

physical Server may host numerous applications.  
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4 Third parties, vendors, licensing and legacy 

equipment 

During the gathering phase, the technical authors found information 

that was either overlooked or missed during the initial phases of the 

project.  

Some of the topic areas which come to light are the following:  

4.1 Software/Hardware	Licenses	

Check the validity of the licenses as any change in the location or the 

planned increase in use by more users may invalidate the license.  

4.2 Legal	and	compliance	issues		

• Legal issues include current agreements with customers  

• If your migration includes architecture located abroad, check 

local legislation as it may prevent the migration or transfer of:  

o technology to a new site out of the country 

o data to a new site out of the country  

o personal and financial data  

4.3 Identify	third	party	suppliers	and	vendors		

Identify which components of the architecture belong to Third Parties 

suppliers and vendors in the context of the following: 

• Always discuss with the vendor or third party before any 

attempt to relocate the architecture as you may breach 

legal agreements 
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• Consider the impact on SLAs and license agreements as: 

• SLAs may need to be renegotiated  

• Licenses may need to be repurchased  

• The closure or renegotiation of maintenance 

agreements  

4.4 Legacy	Systems	

Legacy systems in most instances are servers, applications and 

components with outdated licenses. If they are still in use and cannot 

be replaced, check the license agreements with the vendor. Bear in 

mind that some legacy systems may still be connected to the Network 

and may not be fully decommissioned. 

4.5 Unsupported	Equipment	

Check for unsupported equipment that may be in use despite the 

following: 

• End of Service Life (5-years +) - the vendor no longer supports the 

Application or technology 

• SLAs and/or the licenses have expired 

• The organisation could not renew SLAs and licenses as original 

vendor ceased trading 

• Team members responsible for the administration failed to spot 

the expiration 

4.6 Data	centre	equipment		

An organisation that has either been acquired or merged will find after 

an audit they have duplicated hardware. If this is the case and there 
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are no lists of such equipment available, it will be good practice to 

identify and list duplicated hardware such as: 

• fax servers  

• routers  

• web servers  

4.7 On-going	business	projects		

Specific hardware and software may be part of an on-going project, 

which means that until the project nears its end, it must remain as-is.   

Failure to act on the missing information could delay the 

migration of individual components of the architecture. 

Identify these systems and document the appropriate 

arrangements.  
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5 Defining a clear communication strategy  

Communicate with key decision-makers and SMEs located across 

different business areas and regions.  

Providing a consistent message and approach will maximise co-

operation with the data collection effort.  

A clear communication plan should include:  

• The communication process (who is involved, and how and when 

you will be communicating)   

• Response times for returning information requested   

• Escalation procedures   

• Email and communication templates  

• The key to an effective communication plan is to ensure that it fits 

into the organisation’s existing structure, work practices, and can be 

easily implemented.   

5.1 Communications	during	the	project		

Data Centre Migration projects are the first step to eventually closing 

down business areas meaning there will be redundancies. Therefore, 

business sensitivity is essential when working across countries and 

cultures.  

Before sending any of your team out to remote locations and that 

includes the technical authors make them aware of these sensitivities 

when asking for information.  
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5.2 Communications	and	language		

Communications could be a challenge if the company has a sizeable 

overseas presence in countries where English is not the first language. 

While my experiences gathering information from individuals based in 

countries from Portugal through to the Czech Republic was positive, I 

was aware that some of my colleagues did struggle to obtain the right 

level of information.  

Might I recommend the following: 

• Designate a regional contact with a competent command of 

the English language to help co-ordinate and escalate issues.  

• The telephone may not be practical. Problems may not lie with 

speaking English, but more so the accent, which in itself can be 

a barrier to understanding each other 

o When you are working with personnel abroad, use 

language carefully. Try to avoid large obscure words. 

• Consider sending the technical authors to visit the countries 

concerned to help with the collection of data details. 
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6 Technical Authors & Subject Matter Experts 

A technical author will depend on the availability of Subject Matter 

Expert(s) (SME) to gather the information. Before the project begins, it 

could be fitting to call a meeting of the SMEs to let them know there 

will be a data-gathering exercise for which their co-operation will be 

important.  

Therefore, once they are aware of the project, you need to discuss 

with the stakeholders the following points:  

• What data needs to be collected?  

• How will the data be collected? 

• What are the timelines and cut off points? 

• What delays to expect  

6.1 The	availability	of	SMEs		

When changes to the structure of the company become common 

knowledge, you can, in reality, expect staff to start looking for new 

jobs.  

It may transpire that some of the SMEs could find new employment and 

leave before the manager can source a suitable replacement.  

The chances are that after the departure of the SME, it transpires that 

they managed their area of the broader architecture for many years 

without using documentation. All the information was in their head.  

• THEREFORE, ensure that before any SME exits the building that 

they submit alternative names, or make some attempt to 

provide some documentation  
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If you cannot find a nominated expert, make that known to the 

technical author who will be collecting the information. A proactive 

technical author may know of other ways to obtain the required 

information.  
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7 Gathering and storing the information  

7.1 Templates	

A proficient and pro-active technical author may have a template 

which could be adapted to the needs of the project. If not, then 

creating a new template will be necessary. My recommendation is a 

template that contains agreed Headings and instructions to help the 

SME or any new hires to the project obtain the level required and 

depth of information required for the documentation.  

The purpose is to avoid the technical authors returning to the SME for 

information that should have been captured in the first instance. See 

Appendix A for further details 

7.2 Information	Gathering	

When the information gathering phase begins, consider the following:   

a. Use a Profile document to collect only high-level information on 

current infrastructure and applications - useful when there is no 

documentation available on any part of the infrastructure. See 

Appendix B for an outline on High-Level detail 

o This approach can provide a quick initial means to gather the 

information on the applications, which will help the Project Managers 

and Technical Architects plan the migrations  

b. Use an Operating document to gather both High Level and Low-

level information. The information once collected provides a 

comprehensive guide to maintaining the server/application (see 

Appendix A).  
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7.3 Storing	and	maintaining	the	documentation		

• Store the information in either a Shared Drive or preferably in a 

Document Management System  

• Ensure that the documentation contains version numbers and 

tracking 

7.4 Validate	the	information	collected		

Any migration project will take place over months, and, or maybe 

years. Therefore, project managers need to consider how valid the 

gathered information will be say - after 6-months. There is always the 

possibility that at the point of the migration - the information could be 

out of date.   

• applications and servers were still being discovered  

• some servers were undergoing decommissioning  

• modifications and updates to software applications were taking 

place weekly  

• Software (legacy), which had been in use had been replaced 

with an entirely new software product  

• Hardware which was initially included in the migration plan was 

flagged as it belonged to a third party 

• Support contracts had expired, and the Hardware/application 

had been removed  

There must be clear channels of communications, which identify and 

update changing information, without affecting the integrity of the 

data already validated.  
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Consider imposing a change freeze around the migration to minimise 

risk. ng issues  
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8 Post-migration status 

Migration planning needs to consider the post-migration status and 

function of the systems. 

1. Draw up knowledge transfer from old data centre staff to the 

new staff 

2. to identify gaps in the documentation 

8.1 Disaster	recovery	

Once the architecture is migrated, do not forget that it will be 

necessary to draw up new disaster recovery plans. Any data centre 

project will have changed the architecture ‘as-was’ to ‘as is now’, 

which means that many components of the original plan may no 

longer be in place.  There may be so many transformations that the 

organisation will need to rewrite their existing DR plans completely.  

8.2 Post	Script	

Technical Authors will be involved in one small aspect of the entire 

data centre migration project. They will provide a pivotal role in 

helping the team pull together. Do not overlook their role in facilitating 

good communications and playing a vital role.  
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Appendix A. Operating document - Server & 
Network 

Heading 2nd Level Heading 3rd Level 

Heading 

Introduction 
Application Information 

 
SLAs   

 
Mothercare contacts   

 
Editor Support   

 
Application Overview   

 
Application architecture  

 Physical Architecture  

 
 Virtual 

Machines 

and RDM 

 
 Application 

dependencies 

 
 Connections 

 
Planned Changes  

Application Start/Stop Procedures Start Procedure  

 
Stop Procedure  

Health Check Procedures 
Administration tasks 
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Troubleshooting 

 
Available error logs  

 
Application Error Messages  

 
Monitoring  

Production plan 
Backup Default backup strategy  

 Specific Retention time  

 Constraints  

Recovery Procedure  Restore Server from backup [Backup 

process] 

 

System Configuration and Tuning  
Software location  
Anti-Virus Software Consideration 
Database SQL Jobs  

Non-SQL Server Databases  

 

System Parameters  
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Appendix B. Profile document 

The profile document provides an “as-is” snapshot summary of the 

Application that will support the Migration Program. It is not intended to 

define how the Application may be migrated, but the information 

included will assist the migration inventory and planning processes. It is 

a living document and may also include a reference to significant 

changes to the Application or associated infrastructure. 

Title Definition 

General Information Enter general information regarding the Application, its 

purpose and usage. 

Key Contacts  List all key contacts 

User Information  
• Number of Users 

• 3rd party users 

• Expected growth 

System Architecture Overview

  

Provide a diagram of the Architecture as-is 

Environments  
• Production 

• Development 

• Test QA 

• Disaster Recovery 

Regulatory and Data Privacy

  

Does the application store PCI/DSS information or any other 

confidential information 

Security Does the Application have any additional specific 

considerations concerning security that are more than would 

be covered in the application design and support 

documentation? 

Application Support  Does the Application have any specific considerations 

concerning application support 
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Title Definition 

Vendor External Access  Does any 3rd party vendor need access to the Application 

from outside the organisation, to perform support or 

maintenance 

3rd Party Virtualisation Support

  

If an outside developer created the Application, does that 3rd 

party vendor or developer support it when running on 

virtualised hardware and how? 

VM Host Cluster  For virtual machines running on a single physical host, list the 

name of that host. For virtual machines running on clustered 

hosts, list the name or identifier of the cluster. 

Upgrades Required or Patches Due

  

Any significant changes due that may require an update to 

this application profile and could affect the migration plans 

or any element of the Application that is currently not 

supported. 

Application Dependencies 

(Application, Infrastructure, 

External) 

Any other known dependencies which must be met for the 

Application to function correctly. 

Project Dependencies  Are there any project dependencies 

Interface Information  Interfaces that the Application requires to function correctly. 

Availability and Downtime  Outline the hours and times when the system may be down 

for maintenance or processing 

DR Information Describe the current disaster recovery approach briefly 

Current Testing Information

  

Will the system need to undergo a test before migration 

Migration Approach Special 

Considerations 

Nominate the testers 

Known Issues  Describe any known issues 

Current Backup Schedule  Describe the current back up processes 

Other Information  Any information that might affect the migration. 
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